
AUTISM
Social Communication Skills



WHAT IS AUTISM?

Autism is a developmental disorder that appears in the first 3 years of life, and affects 
the brain's normal development of social and communication skills - National Library of 
Medicine

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and autism are both general terms for a group of 
complex disorders of brain development. These disorders are characterized, in 
varying degrees, by difficulties in social interaction, verbal and nonverbal 
communication and repetitive behaviors - Autism Speaks

When people refer to “Autism” today, they are usually talking about Autism 
Spectrum Disorders (ASD), which are five complex, brain-based disorders that affect 
a person’s behavior as well as social and communication skills - Autism Science Foundation

Autism is a developmental disability that causes problems with social skills and 
communication - American Speech Language and Hearing Association (ASHA)



WHAT IS AUTISM?

difficulty with:

social and communication skills 

social interaction, verbal and nonverbal 
communication  

social and communication skills 

social skills and communication 



SOCIAL COMMUNICATION

Our worlds are changing

Our "mobile" lives

Many more choices of ways in 
which to communicate to others

For all of us, our circle of people we 
can communication WITH is 

expanding



AT THE OTHER END

A final result of most all of apps, programs or 
devices is a visual or auditory message that can be 

"sent" to someone else



AT THE OTHER END...

At the other end of that email, text, verbal response 
- you, the communicative partner are left with the 

MESSAGE - not how it got there



VIDEO MODELING - LEARNING

Receptive and Expressive 
Skills

Takes away personal, face-to-
face element

Can assist to learn and foster 
self-expression



Complete the 
Feedback Loops

Make it talk - 
reinforce "independent 
imitation"

Create a visual cue and/or 
visual representation of 
actions



GENERALIZE!!

The best way to generalize information is 
to make it specific to the individual student

Avoid apps that have their own content

Select those apps that allow you to input 
your own content

Specifically tailor it to meet your own 
needs - don't follow the app, let the app 
follow YOU!



KNOW YOUR DEVICE

Guided Access - lock into an app

Speak Selection - make anything talk

Large Text - make it easy to read

Basic Email/Message features - set up individual account

FaceTime - don't be scared

Timer - visual countdown

Contacts - make it easy to send emails to important 
people

 

Know basic features of your iPad or computer



USE OF AAC



AAC Choices

Context Dependent - GoTalk NOW

Independent Communication - Avaz for Autism
    Proloquo2Go
    Proloquo4Text

                                             Assistive Express



SHARE IT!

Every app has the ability to 
"share" your message with 
someone else

Explore WHO you want to share 
this with

Opportunities for non-immediate 
relay of information 

Connection with others



Write About It!
Use handwriting/drawing - Notes, Maily 

Use your voice - built into OS, Google

Use guided writing supports - Clicker Sentences, Clicker Docs

Use multi-media - ShowMe Interactive, iMovie, ComicLife

Use word prediction -  Co:Writer, Keedogo, Read and 
Write and others



READ ALL ABOUT IT!!

Many different Social 
Story Apps

Pictello - text to speech, audio 
recording, video and picture

Story Creator - text to speech, audio 
recording, video and picture, drawing, 

stamps

Book Creator - text to speech, audio 
recording, video and picture, handwriting



PARTICIPATE!

So many ways to participate in 
classrooms without being "face to 
face"

FaceTime, Google Hangouts, 
Skype, Zoom

Telerobotics - Swivl, Kubi, Double 
Robotics



CONNECT!

We all use social media to feel 
connected to each other

Facebook - see what our friends 
are doing

Instagram - feel connected to 
celebrities

YouTube - "follow" what we like 
- new information
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